Beginning with the development of the first ready-to-use liquid hide glue in 1935, Franklin International established itself as an innovative leader in the woodworking and construction industry. Today, under the Titebond brand, we offer several different construction adhesives designed for a variety of applications. Builders and contractors depend on Titebond to deliver the most consistent and highest performing products to meet their demands. Utilizing an array of five different adhesive technologies, Titebond construction adhesives are tough, high performing, exceptionally durable and trusted by the professional.
Titebond® Fast Set Polyurethane Adhesive is a one-component, advanced adhesive technology designed for the most demanding construction projects. It exhibits superior initial grab, fast strength development and can bond non-porous materials together. Fast Set extrudes as a smooth bead that can be used in near-freezing temperatures.

**ULTIMATE Polyurethane**

- Advanced adhesive technology designed to build strength faster and stronger than other common construction adhesives
- Bonds most wet, frozen and treated building materials, including non-porous substrates
- Smooth, flexible, full-bodied adhesive bead that offers a permanent bond with minimal shrinkage and does not become brittle and crack
- Ideal for demanding interior & exterior construction, installation and repair projects
- Exhibits a low odor and will not drool, leading to higher yield per cartridge
- Covered under the Lifetime Platinum Subfloor Warranty against subfloor squeaks and pops.

**Specifications:**
- ASTM D3498
- APA AF-01
- ASTM C557
- CAN/CGSB-71.25M
- CAN/CGSB-71.26M

**Ordering Information:**
- 10 oz. Cartridge (Part # 4221)
  - Case UPC - 10037083042211
  - Case Weight - 11.99 Pounds
  - 108 Packages Per Pallet
- 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 4222)
  - Case UPC - 10037083042228
  - Case Weight - 32.32 Pounds
  - 44 Packages Per Pallet

**VOC-COMPLIANT**

**FAST SET Construction Adhesive**

**Advanced Technology for Stronger Faster Results**
Titebond® Ultimate TiteGrab Adhesive™ is an advanced polymer formula, specifically designed to decrease installation time of vertical and overhead applications with zero second instant grab. It holds heavy materials quickly, reducing time and amount of bracing, and ultimately achieves a strong, permanent bond to porous and non-porous substrates. This 100% waterproof, low odor formula is designed for both interior and exterior projects.

**ULTIMATE Advanced Polymer**

- Advanced polymer formula designed to instantly bond virtually any material to vertical and overhead surfaces
- Reduces time and amount of bracing, significantly decreasing installation times
- Exhibits zero second instant grab and builds strength faster than traditional adhesives
- Bonds to common building materials and repositionable up to 10 minutes
- Used for hanging fiberglass insulation 2x faster than other adhesives
- Can instantly adhere a 17 lb. paver on a vertical surface when applied properly using 2.5 inches of adhesive per pound

**Premium TiteGrab Cartridge Gun**

- Professional grade cartridge gun designed for TiteGrab Advanced Polymer Adhesive and high viscosity adhesives and sealants

**Ordering Information:**

- **9.5 oz. Cartridge** (Part # 6701)
  - Case UPC - 10037083067016
  - Case Weight - 13.64 Pounds
  - 132 Packages Per Pallet
- **11.6 oz. Cartridge Gun** (Part # 17843)
  - UPC - 037083178432
  - 6 Units Per Package
HEAVY DUTY

Construction Adhesives

Solvent-Based
• Strongest bond strength for the most demanding projects
• All weather, waterproof formula designed for extreme conditions
• Covered by the 50 Year Gold Subfloor Warranty against subfloor pops and squeaks

Specifications:
• ASTM D3498
• APA AFG-01
• ASTM CS57

Ordering Information:
• 10 oz. Cartridge (Part # 5261)
  Case UPC - 10037083052616
  Case Weight - 10 Pounds
  108 Packages Per Pallet
• 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 5262)
  Case UPC - 10037083052623
  Case Weight - 26.17 Pounds
  44 Packages Per Pallet
• 5 Gallon Pail (Part # 5267)
  UPC - 037083052671
  Case Weight - 47.64 Pounds
  36 Packages Per Pallet
• 32 Gallon Drum (Part # 5268)
  Case Weight - 506.14 Pounds
  4 Packages Per Pallet

PROvantage
VOC-Compliant Solvent
• Strong, durable bond that adheres wet, frozen and treated lumber
• VOC-compliant in all 50 states and can be easily extruded down to 0°F
• Covered by the 50 Year Gold Subfloor Warranty against subfloor pops and squeaks

Specifications:
• ASTM D3498
• APA AFG-01
• ASTM CS57

Ordering Information:
• 10 oz. Cartridge (Part # 5251)
  Case UPC - 10037083052517
  Case Weight - 11.68 Pounds
  108 Packages Per Pallet
• 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 5252)
  Case UPC - 10037083052524
  Case Weight - 30.85 Pounds
  44 Packages Per Pallet

GREENchoice
Water-Based
• All-purpose versatility that adheres all common building materials
• Environmentally safe formulation that is VOC-compliant and nonflammable
• Cleans up easily with water in wet state

Specifications:
• ASTM D3498
• APA AFG-01
• ASTM CS57

Ordering Information:
• 10 oz. Cartridge (Part # 7471)
  Case UPC - 10037083074717
  Case Weight - 12.24 Pounds
  108 Packages Per Pallet
• 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 7472)
  Case UPC - 10037083074724
  Case Weight - 32.84 Pounds
  44 Packages Per Pallet
• 3.5 Gallon Pail (Part # 7479)
  UPC - 037083074796
  Case Weight - 43.07 Pounds
  36 Packages Per Pallet

Titebond® offers three premium-grade heavy duty adhesive formulas for more demanding interior and exterior construction, installation and repair projects. They provide strong grab, fill gaps and irregularities, and will remain permanently flexible. These professional strength formulas bond to most common building materials and pass ASTM D3498, APA AFG-01 and ASTM CS57.
Titebond’s subfloor line of adhesives offers three professional strength formulas specifically designed for subfloor installations and general plywood use. They provide a permanent bond that remains flexible and reduces nailing. They offer strong initial tack, excellent bond strength and exceed the requirements of AFG-01.

### Solvent-Based
- Designed for use in extreme weather conditions from 0-100°F
- Ideal for wet, frozen, engineered, ACA and CCA treated lumber
- Covered by the 25 Year Silver Subfloor Warranty against subfloor pops and squeaks

**Specifications:**
- ASTM D3498
- APA AFG-01
- ASTM CS57

**Ordering Information:**
- 10 oz. Cartridge (Part # 5491)
  - Case UPC - 10057083054917
  - Case Weight - 10.91 Pounds
  - 108 Packages Per Pallet
- 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 5492)
  - Case UPC - 10057083054924
  - Case Weight - 28.92 Pounds
  - 44 Packages Per Pallet

### PRoVantage
#### VOC-Compliant Solvent
- Weather-proof formula that bridges gaps and irregularities in the subfloor
- VOC-compliant in all 50 states and can be easily extruded down to 0°F
- Covered by the 25 Year Silver Subfloor Warranty against subfloor pops and squeaks

**Specifications:**
- ASTM D3498
- APA AFG-01
- ASTM CS57

**Ordering Information:**
- 10 oz. Cartridge (Part # 5481)
  - Case UPC - 10037083054818
  - Case Weight - 11.6 Pounds
  - 108 Packages Per Pallet
- 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 5482)
  - Case UPC - 10037083054825
  - Case Weight - 30.85 Pounds
  - 44 Packages Per Pallet
- 52 Gallon Drum (Part # 5488)
  - Case Weight - 616.35 Pounds
  - 4 Packages Per Pallet

### GREENchoice
#### Water-Based
- Reduces subfloor squeaks and the amount of nailing
- Highly water-resistant when dried and exhibits excellent aging qualities
- Environmentally safe formulation that is VOC-compliant and nonflammable

**Specifications:**
- APA AFG-01
- ASTM CS57

**Ordering Information:**
- 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 4122)
  - Case UPC - 10057083041221
  - Case Weight - 30.02 Pounds
  - 44 Packages Per Pallet
- 52 Gallon Drum (Part # 4128)
  - Case Weight - 566.06 Pounds
  - 4 Packages Per Pallet
Titebond’s three drywall adhesive formulas are designed for installing drywall and paneling to most common building materials including wood and metal studs. They offer excellent adhesion, reduce fastener pops, and provide a “no sag” installation. Each adhesive exceeds the requirements of ASTM C557 and E72 for racking and shearing.

Solvent-Based
- Offers a strong initial tack that allows panels to be positioned quickly without slipping
- All weather formulation that fills gaps and irregularities in the substrates
- Ideal for use on metal studs

Specifications:
- ASTM C557
- E72 for Racking & Shearing
- CAN/CGSB-71.35M

Ordering Information:
- 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 5352)
  Case UPC - 10037083053521
  Case Weight - 30.85 Pounds
  44 Packages Per Pallet

PROvantage VOC-Compliant Solvent
- Ideal for metal studs and fills irregularities between materials to provide a more solid backup surface
- VOC-compliant in all 50 states and moisture resistant
- Resists aging and will not become hard or brittle over time

Specifications:
- ASTM C557
- E72 for Racking & Shearing

Ordering Information:
- 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 5324)
  Case UPC - 10037083053422
  Case Weight - 30.85 Pounds
  44 Packages Per Pallet

GREENchoice Water-Based
- Excellent adhesive strength to a variety of substrates
- No harsh odor and can be cleaned easily with water in wet state
- Environmentally safe formulation that is VOC-compliant and nonflammable

Specifications:
- ASTM C557
- E72 for Racking & Shearing

Ordering Information:
- 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 7272)
  Case UPC - 10037083072720
  Case Weight - 34.62 Pounds
  44 Packages Per Pallet
SPECIALTY

Construction Adhesives

Solvent-Based
- Provides a strong, durable and permanent bond
- Adheres to wet and frozen landscape materials
- Resistant to water, frost and can be applied in extreme temperatures from 0-100°F

Specifications:
- ASTM D3498
- APA AFG-01
- ASTM CS57

Ordering Information:
- 26 oz. Cartridge (Part # 3132)
  Case UPC - 10037083031321
  Case Weight - 26.49 Pounds
  44 Packages Per Pallet

PROvantage
VOC-Compliant Solvent
- All weather formula to prevent shifting or loosening of substrates due to seasonal changes
- VDC-compliant in all 50 states and can be easily extruded down to 0°F
- Bridges gaps and is extremely effective when bonding irregular surfaces
- Designed for brick, stone, concrete, metal, wood, timber and slate

Specifications:
- ASTM D3498
- APA AFG-01
- ASTM CS57

Ordering Information:
- 10 oz. Cartridge (Part # 3121)
  Case UPC - 10037083031218
  Case Weight - 25.66 Pounds
  75 Packages Per Pallet

- 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 3122)
  Case UPC - 10037083031222
  Case Weight - 35.32 Pounds
  44 Packages Per Pallet

GREENchoice
Water-Based
- Designed for quick and easy installation of rubber and vinyl cove bases
- Exhibits a fast, strong grab that holds materials in place and eliminates sagging
- Bonds to all common wall surfaces

Specifications:
- ASTM C557

Ordering Information:
- 10 oz. Cartridge (Part # 3401)
  Case UPC - 10037083034018
  Case Weight - 12.99 Pounds
  108 Packages Per Pallet

- 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 3402)
  Case UPC - 10037083034025
  Case Weight - 34.52 Pounds
  44 Packages Per Pallet

- 4 Gallon Pail (Part # 3404)
  UPC - 037083034042
  Weight - 98.95 Pounds
  36 Packages Per Pallet

GREENchoice
Water-Based
- Designed for the safe and easy installation of acoustical ceiling tiles
- Exhibits a fast, strong grab that holds materials firmly in place and eliminates sagging
- Environmentally safe formulation that is VOC-compliant and nonflammable

Specifications:
- ASTM D-1779
- NFPA Class A
- Fire Rated
- Meets CHPS Low Emitting Material Credit

Ordering Information:
- Gallon Pail (Part # 2706)
  UPC - 037083027068
  Weight - 25.66 Pounds
  75 Packages Per Pallet

- 4 Gallon Pail (Part # 2704)
  UPC - 037083027044
  Weight - 52.31 Pounds
  36 Packages Per Pallet

Titebond aims to provide solutions to common construction applications which has led to the development of four specialty construction adhesive products. These products meet the needs of select construction projects by exhibiting performance properties specific to that application.
MULTI-USE

Construction Adhesives

Solvent-Based
- Ideal for both interior and exterior projects, including foamboard installation
- Highly water resistant and can easily be extruded down to 0°F
- Offers up to a 10 minute working time for precise placement of materials

Specifications:
- APA AFG-01
- ASTM CS57

Ordering Information:
- 10 oz. Cartridge (Part # 3451)
  Case UPC - 10037083034513
  Case Weight - 11.1 Pounds
  108 Packages Per Pallet
- 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 3452)
  Case UPC - 10037083034520
  Case Weight - 29.31 Pounds
  44 Packages Per Pallet
- 52 Gallon Drum (Part # 3458)
  Weight - 564.26 Pounds
  4 Packages Per Pallet

GREENchoice
Water-Based
- No odor formula ideal for a variety of interior applications
- Bonds common building materials including foamboard, plastics and tub surrounds
- Environmentally safe formulation that is VOC-compliant and nonflammable

Specifications:
- ASTM CS57

Ordering Information:
- 10 oz. Cartridge (Part # 5311)
  Case UPC - 10037083053118
  Case Weight - 11.45 Pounds
  108 Packages Per Pallet

Titebond® offers two versatile, multi-use formulas designed for general purpose applications. These formulas bond to a variety of common building materials and offer longer working times for precise assembly. These adhesives remain flexible throughout the life of the project.
Titebond offers three panel adhesive formulations to bond to a variety of substrates while exceeding the needs of panel installers. Each formulation offers a fast initial grab and moderate working time—giving installers the time they need to accurately trowel and place each panel. All three adhesives exceed ASTM C557, while Advanced Polymer Panel and Fast Grab FRP meet LEED v4, the highest green building benchmark.

**Solvent-Based**
- Versatile, high-quality adhesive designed for the installation of a variety of paneling materials
- Provides excellent water-resistance and is unaffected by moisture and high humidity
- Trowels easily and offers a 30 minutes working time for precise placement of materials

**Specifications:**
- ASTM C557

**Ordering Information:**
- 5 Gallon Pail (Part # 3227)
  - UPC: 037083032277
  - Weight: 57.17 Pounds
  - 36 Packages Per Pallet

**GREENchoice Advanced Polymer**
- Advanced polymer, 100% solids formula that can bond virtually any material and is designed for a wide range of paneling installations
- Recommended for painted surfaces, existing FRP and paneling, mirrors, plastic, ceramic tile, wallpaper & more
- Exhibits a fast grab, trowels easily and has a rapid cure rate
- Moisture, mold and mildew resistant with no offensive odor

**Specifications:**
- NAHB Green Building
- LEED v4 / SCAQMD / CARB
- NFPA Class A Fire Rated
- ASTM C557

**Ordering Information:**
- 3.5 Gallon Pail (Part # 4319)
  - UPC: 037083043196
  - Weight: 42.79 Pounds
  - 36 Packages Per Pallet

**Water-Based**
- Professional strength formula for the installation of FRP (fiber-reinforced plastics) panels over most porous surfaces
- Fast initial grab that reduces the need for extended bracing
- Nonflammable, no offensive odor and cleans easily with water when wet
- Cartridge offers easy application for small jobs and precise handling

**Specifications:**
- NAHB Green Building
- LEED v4 / SCAQMD / CARB
- NFPA Class A Fire Rated
- ASTM C557

**Ordering Information:**
- 28 oz. Cartridge (Part # 4052)
  - Case UPC: 10057083040521
  - Case Weight: 34.63 Pounds
  - 44 Packages Per Pallet
- Gallon Pail (Part # 4056)
  - UPC: 037083040562
  - Weight: 24.7 Pounds
  - 75 Packages Per Pallet
Titebond offers a variety of merchandising opportunities to assist in the marketing, display and promotion of our construction adhesives offerings in store. These merchandisers are available to all customers and a Titebond representative will be able to order any of the materials shown below and assist in the set-up of any item. All items can be combined to best fit the needs of individual stores and situations.

All merchandisers are ordered on a first come, first serve basis while supplies last. Additional lead time should be expected if items are on back order.
The chart below includes detailed information on each construction adhesive SKU to help guide the ordering process. Please contact your local Titebond representative or Titebond Customer Service at 1.800.669.4583 or concustserv@franklininternational.com for questions or order placement.